GS8200
HANG-IT!™ ProGrip II Guitar Stand
GUITAR STANDS & ACCESSORIES

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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The GS8200 combines the security and convenience of an auto-locking
yoke with the ease of the Hang-It™ design. Simply hang your guitar on
the patent-pending yoke and the weight of your guitar draws the springloaded yoke arms to pull the gates of the yoke shut, all in one single action!
Removal is just as easy; picking up your guitar opens the gates instantly.
Improved features include a purple designer cam locking mid-point clutch
and reinforced leg housing. Other features include inert rubber padding,
reinforced tripod leg braces, and non-slip rubber end caps.
The spring-loaded yoke design
is constructed of reinforced
ABS plastic, which supports
any guitar or similar stringed
instrument.

Low-profile cam-locking
clutch holds up to
40 lbs. and adjusts
stand height from
30-43”.
Tripod folding leg base allows
for quick and easy set-up and
storage. All 3 legs will open
and close at the same time.
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The design of the patentpending yoke system not
only locks your guitar in place, but also allows for
easy one-handed operation. A special-formulated
inert rubber lines the upper yoke; it contains no
reactive agents or stabilizers, making it the new
standard for high-end instrument stands.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
> Applications: Single Guitar Stand
> Height Adj.: 30”-43”
> Weight Capacity: 40 lbs.
> Padding: Inert Rubber
> Construction: Steel and reinforced nylon

leg housing and clutches.
> Tubing: 17mm/25mm
> Color: Black Powder Coat Finish

Reinforced leg braces for
max support and stability.

Model#: GS8200
Inv#: 80689
List Price: $59.99

Non-slip rubber end caps.

Call The Music People today to place your order

1-800-289-8889

Visit us on the web @ www.musicpeopleinc.com or www.onstagestands.com
On-Stage Stands ® is a registered trademark of The Music People Inc. Prices and Specifications subject to change.
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